
ST.THECLA CATHOLIC SCHOOL CONSEQUENCES FOR BEHAVIOR/DISCIPLINE RUBRIC 3-8  Please note:  SSL - Silent Supervised Lunch     OSS - Out of School Suspension                                   

The Principal and Pastor reserves the right at his/her discretion in the best interest of the school to waive and/or deviate from any and all disciplinary rules, practices, or procedures.

Behavior 1st Time 2nd Time 3rd Time 4th Time
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Horseplay: "goofing around" or "playing" that 
may include: grabbing, pushing, shoving, 
hitting, tripping, play fighting, or name calling.                                                                                     

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up  

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~1 SSL                                     
~Time to Think Form

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~2 SSL                                           
~Time to Think Form

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~3 SSL/Behavior Plan                                                      
~Time to Think Form
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Teasing: behaviors that would hurt the feelings or 
bodies of others, including (but not limited to) the 
following: "just kidding" behaviors, name calling, 
insulting remarks, gossiping, spreading rumors, 
mean notes, playing mean tricks, misuse of internet.

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up             
~ 1ssl

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~1 SSL                                                     
~Time to Think Form

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~2 SSL                                                   
~Time to Think Form

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~3 SSL/Behavior Plan                                                                        
~Parent Conference
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Disrespectful Behavior, Defiance, Obscene 
Gestures, or Uncooperative Attitude: including 
(but not limited to) the following: profanity,arguing, 
shouting, refusing to follow directions, back talking, 
or walking away while staff is talking to student.

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~2 SSL                                            
~Time to Think Form

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~3 SSL                                              
~Time to Think Form

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~4 SSL                                                  
~Time to Think Form                         

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~4 SSL /Behavior Plan                                               
~Time to Think Form                       
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Social Exclusion: shunning, planned exclusion, 
social alienation (prohibiting others from joining the 
group).                                                                  
Physical Contact: hitting, pushing, shoving, 
grabbing, slapping, tripping, etc. 

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~3 SSL                                            
~Time to Think Form

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~ 4SSL                                              
~Time to Think Form

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~Half Day OSS                                           
~Time to Think Form                                  
~

~15 second Intervention                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~Full Day OSS                                             
~Time to Think Form                          
~Parent
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Severe Physical Contact: punching, kicking, 
fighting, spitting, and similar behaviors that are 
designed to injure others.                                                                                            
Severe Harassment and Intimidation: racial

~Office Referral                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~Half Day OSS up to 1 Day 
OSS                                       
~Time to Think Form                            
~P

~Office Referral                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~1 Day OSS up to 2 Days 
OSS                                       
~Time to Think Form                            
~Par

~Office Referral                            
~15 second Write Up         
~Student/admin call parent                                        
~2 Days  OSS up to and 
including Expulsion.                                       
~Time to Think Form                

~To be determined by the 
Principal and Pastor

                                                                                             


